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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

The nautical chart is one of the fundamental tools in navigation used by mariners to plan and
safely execute voyages. Its compilation follows strict cartographic constraints with the most
prominent being that of the safety. Thereby, the cartographer is called to make the selection
of the bathymetric information for portrayal on charts in a way that, at any location, the
expected water depth is not deeper than the source information. To validate the shoal-biased
pattern of selection two standard tests are used, i.e. the triangle and edge tests. To date,
some eﬀorts have been made towards the automation of the triangle test, but the edge test
has been largely ignored. In the context of research on a fully automated solution for the
compilation of charts at diﬀerent scales from the source information, this paper presents an
algorithmic implementation of the two tests for the validation of selected soundings.
Through a case study with real-world data, it presents the improved performance of the
implementation near and within depth curves and coastlines and points out the importance
of the edge test in the validation process. It also presents the, by deﬁnition, intrinsic limitation
of the two tests as part of a fully automated solution and discusses the need for a new test
that will complement or supersede the existing ones.
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1. Introduction
The nautical chart, “a special-purpose map speciﬁcally
designed to meet the requirements of marine navigation,
showing depths of water, nature of bottom, elevations,
conﬁguration and characteristics of coast, dangers and
aids to navigation” (IHO 1994), is one of the fundamental tools in navigation used by mariners to plot and safely
execute their voyages. Through collaboration between
Hydrographic Oﬃces (HOs) in the twentieth century,
the nautical chart became a uniform, standardized, and
high-quality product that promotes international trade
and safety of navigation. Due to its importance, the
International Maritime Organization (IMO) made it
obligatory for SOLAS (IMO Safety of Life at Sea convention) regulated ships to carry adequate and up-to-date
charts necessary for the intended voyage (IMO 1974).
In the mid-1990s, recognizing technological
advancements, the hydrographic community undertook the development of a seamless Worldwide
Electronic Navigational Charts (ENCs) Database
(WEND) (Hecht, Kampfer, and Alexander 2007).
An ENC is “a database, standardized as to content,
structure and format which contains all the chart
information useful for safe navigation, and may contain supplementary information necessary for safe
navigation” (IMO 2006). ENCs consist of a set of
point, linear, and polygonal features encoded using
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the chain-node topology (IHO 2000). Depending on
their source data and their compilation scale, ENCs
are separated into six usage bands associated with the
intended navigational use, in analogy to paper charts
(i.e. overview, general, coastal, approach, harbor, and
berthing). ENCs are loaded on shipborne, real-time
electronic navigational systems, which, besides displaying the information included in the ENC, integrate navigation-related systems and sensors aboard
ships, such as GPS, AIS, and RADAR/ARPA. The
systems addressed limitations and dependencies of
the traditional paper chart, such as the need to manually apply corrections and continuously plotting the
ﬁxes (i.e. vessel’s position), allowing the mariners to
easily and accurately perform simple or composite
tasks such as plotting the vessel’s course or activating
alarm functions when the vessel is in proximity to
hazards (e.g. shallow waters) or impending dangers
(e.g. collision course with vessel sailing alongside)
(Kastrisios and Pilikou 2017). With the automation
in many of these processes, the navigator may now
continuously assess the position and safety of the
vessel, especially near shore where time is vitally
important (Alexander 2003). Since 2000, the electronic navigational systems loaded with oﬃcial electronic charts, known as Electronic Chart Display and
Information Systems (ECDIS), are accepted as
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meeting the chart carriage requirements (IMO 2000),
whereas, as mentioned above, for certain vessels the
use of ECDIS is mandatory (IMO 2009).
The ﬁrst ENCs were compiled directly from the
existing paper charts with digitization. A paper-chartﬁrst approach, where the ENC compilation follows
the traditional paper chart limits and is maintained
within its own individual database, was followed for
years until HOs recognized the advantages of developing a single, seamless database where all ENC data
resides. With such a database, ENC enhancements,
such as the edge matching of data in adjacent cells,
are simpliﬁed, and the conformity of feature compilations on diﬀerent scale ENCs is increased (NOAA
2017). Building on the availability of such a database
infrastructure, in 2017, the NOAA/Oﬃce of Coast
Survey (OCS) announced, among other things, (a)
a re-scheming project of the U.S. ENC suite with
the creation of ENCs footprints in a more standardized, gridded framework; (b) a project for making
ENCs more compatible with metric units; and (c) the
development of a service that will allow users to
create customized raster charts (NOAA2017).
The announced projects may beneﬁt enormously
from automation in chart compilation and rasterization. For instance, one of the tasks associated with the
above projects is the re-compilation of charted bathymetry for the suite of U.S. ENCs. Currently, soundings and curves on U.S. ENCs are compiled in
fathoms and/or feet and stored and displayed in
ECDIS in metric decimal values. The migration to
the metric system must be in alignment with the
international standards in order to facilitate the
needs of modern maritime navigation. More precisely, the standard 60 ft curve in a U.S. ENC is stored
and displayed in ECDIS as 18.2 m; that is between the
standard IHO (2000) 10 m and 20 m curves. An
immediate consequence is that for a vessel involved
in international shipping with the safety contour
value set to, e.g. 10 m, the ECDIS, due to the absence
of the standard 10 m curve from the existing U.S.
ENC, will trigger an alarm for the next available
deeper curve, i.e. 18.2 m, and display all waters shoaler than 18.2 m as unsafe (NOAA2017). Furthermore,
when soundings are converted from fathoms and/or
feet to meters they are rounded with the subsequent
result potentially appearing on the ECDIS screen on
the wrong side of the contour. Thus, to align with the
international standards and to overcome this ineﬀective performance of ECDIS in U.S. waters, the
charted depth curves and soundings must be recompiled based on the succession of curves, in integer metric units, as S-57 (IHO 2000) mandates.
The compilation of bathymetry on nautical charts is
one of the most complicated and time-consuming processes. The charted bathymetry is derived from a more
detailed (source) dataset, either the survey data or

a larger scale chart, with cartographic generalization.
The generalization process is a continuous compromise
among the legibility, topology, morphology, and safety
constraints as they are often incompatible with each
other (Peters, Ledoux, and Meijers 2014). Once the
depth curves (and areas) have been built, the cartographer, following established cartographic practice rules
(see, e.g. IHO 2017; NOAA 2018), makes the selection
of the soundings that will be charted. The initial selection must then be evaluated, and corrected where necessary, to meet the fundamental constraint of safety, i.e.
that the expected water depth based on the charted
bathymetric information should not appear, at any
location, deeper than the source information. For wellsurveyed areas, that is achieved through the “triangular
method of selection”, where (IHO 2017):
(1) No actual sounding (hereinafter: source
sounding) exists within a triangle of selected
soundings which is less (shoaler) than the least
(shoalest) of any of the soundings forming the
triangle (hereinafter: triangle test); and
(2) No source sounding exists between two adjacent
selected soundings forming an edge of the triangle which is shoaler than the shoalest of the two
selected soundings (hereinafter: edge test).
To date, many advances have been made towards the
automation of the tasks of sounding selection and validation (e.g. Oraas 1975; MacDonald 1984; Zoraster and
Bayer 1992; Tsoulos and Stefanakis 1997; Sui et al. 1999;
Du, Lu, and Zhai 2001; Sui, Zhu, and Zhang 2005;
Zhang and Guilbert 2011; Wilson, Masetti, and Calder
2016; SCALGO 2017; Kastrisios and Calder 2018; Yu
2018) that have signiﬁcantly improved the cartographers’ lot. However, concerning the validation task,
the existing eﬀorts are focused solely on the triangle
test, largely disregarding the importance of the edge
test, and perform insuﬃciently, especially near and
within depth curves and coastlines.
Motivated by the need for automated tools that
perform consistently and satisfactorily in every geographic situation, and in the context of a developing
project for a fully automated solution in nautical
chart production, this paper presents an improved
algorithmic implementation of the triangle test and
the ﬁrst automated implementation of the edge test
described in the literature for the validation of
selected soundings. In the results section, it presents
the improved performance of the proposed triangle
test near and within depth curves and coastlines, as
well as the importance of the edge test in identifying
discrepancies that the triangle test fails to identify.
Lastly, the current work presents the limitations of
the triangle and edge tests that the research revealed,
and discusses the need for a new test that will complement or supersede the two tests towards a fully
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automated solution for the determination of discrepancies between the selected and source information
and the shoal-biased representation of the seabed
morphology.

2. Background information
The selection of soundings to be charted is one of the
most complicated and critical aspects of nautical cartography. The cartographer is called to make the selection
from the vast number of source soundings in a way that
satisﬁes the overarching constraint of safety and also
maintains the legibility of the chart. Currently, the
selection and validation of charted soundings is
a process performed either fully manually, and/or with
using one of the existing software solutions (most often,
a combination of the two). For manual selection, the
cartographer ﬁrst selects the critical, controlling, and
supporting soundings, and subsequently the other
soundings necessary for the representation of the morphology of the seabed on the chart. When a chart
already exists in the area, the cartographer uses the
distribution of soundings on the existing chart as
a guiding subset for the selection of the additional
soundings. From the source soundings, the cartographer selects those near the existing charted soundings
while visually verifying that no shoaler sounding exists
along the line connecting two adjacent soundings and
within the area deﬁned by three adjacent selected
soundings. That process is relatively straightforward in
open areas, away from linear features representing
bathymetric information (e.g. depth curves, coastlines,
piers, channel framework). Near the linear features, the
cartographer needs to evaluate the area between the
selected sounding under question and the adjacent linear feature. Between two linear features, and in the
absence of a point feature in proximity, the cartographer searches the area between the two lines for any
discrepancies. Clearly, if no chart exists in the area,
a purely manual selection of soundings becomes
a very complicated and time-consuming task. When
the initial selection of soundings is made with the assistance of one of the existing software solutions, the
cartographer’s role is to validate and correct the generated output with the aim to achieve the “shoal-biased”
pattern of selection.
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In open areas (meaning areas away from any linear
feature) the cartographer generates a Triangulated
Irregular Network (TIN) and evaluates the selected
soundings against the source information within the
triangles and along the edges. There are many ways
for generating a TIN from a set of points (e.g. the
plane-sweep and Delaunay triangulations illustrated
in Figure 1), however it makes more sense for the
cartographer (and the mariner, who mentally performs the triangulation in order to interpolate depths
in the area) to form triangles from nearby rather than
distant soundings, thus to refrain from creating, what
is known as, “skinny” triangles. After all, and paraphrasing Tobler’s ﬁrst law of geography (Tobler
1970) near soundings are more related than distant
soundings and that must be considered in the reconstruction of a surface from a bathymetric dataset
using a TIN.
A triangulation that reduces the skinny triangles is
that described by Delaunay (1934). Another advantage
of the Delaunay triangulation is that the topology of the
triangulation is unique for a given set of generating
points, with the exception of degeneracy which occurs
in the presence of four or more co-circular points (see
Edelsbrunner 2001). This ensures consistency in the
TIN construction from the charted bathymetric information, whether this is done by the cartographer during
chart compilation, or the mariner when interpolating
depths for the safe-navigation of the vessel.
Near linear features, the cartographer evaluates the
area of dominance of the selected sounding and the
linear feature in question to identify source soundings
that deviate from the expected depth. The computational
geometry structure that best describes the above thought
processes is the Voronoi diagram (Voronoi 1907). From
an implementation perspective, the Voronoi regions
near depth curves may be incrementally examined with
the triangles generated using the Delaunay triangulation.
Both computational data structures (i.e. Delaunay
triangulation and Voronoi tessellation) have been
used in many areas of geosciences such as geology,
meteorology, remote sensing and cartography
(Okabe, Boots, and Sugihara 1992), and for a variety
of applications, e.g. representation and maintenance
of topology in maps (Gold, Rammele, and Roos
1997), terrain modelling (Thibault and Gold 2000),

Figure 1. Plane-sweep (left) and Delaunay (right) triangulations for the same point dataset (Edelsbrunner 2008).
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cluster analysis (Ahuja 1982), spatial interpolation
(Watson 1992), maritime boundaries delimitation
(Kastrisios and Tsoulos 2016), nearest service areas
(Kastrisios and Tsoulos 2018), and cartographic generalization (Peters, Ledoux, and Meijers 2014).
For the presented algorithms and their implementation in this paper, we generate the conforming
Delaunay triangulation for all point and linear features carrying bathymetric information (e.g. soundings, rocks, depth curves, coastlines) which have been
selected for inclusion in the chart. The advantage of
the conforming over the ordinary Delaunay triangulation is that it ensures that the resulting Delaunay
edges will not cross the linear features (Figure 2),
something that would, otherwise, yield many false
positives and make the validation near linear features
problematic.

3. Algorithm
This Section presents the proposed algorithms for the
implementation of the triangle (Section 3.1) and the
edge (Section 3.2) tests that are also outlined in the
ﬂowcharts of Figure 3. The proposed algorithms have
been implemented in the Python programming language and the results of a case study are presented in
the Results section.

3.1. Triangle test
The proposed algorithm for the triangle test is as
follows (see the ﬂowchart in Figure 3):
(1) Import the features that will be used for the
validation, i.e.:
(a) The selected soundings to be validated.
(b) All other point and linear features that
carry bathymetric information used for
the representation of the bottom conﬁguration and the adjacent coastal areas on
chart, such as depth curves and coastlines
(hereinafter: curves).
(c) The source soundings.

(2) Determine the succession of depth curves in
the area for later use (e.g. 0 m, 2 m, 5 m, 10 m,
20 m, and 30 m).
(3) Construct the conforming Delaunay triangulation for the input features of steps (1a) and (1b).
(4) Select the Delaunay triangles that contain
source soundings (the purpose of this step is
to reduce the number of spatial queries in the
following steps).
(5) Iterate through the selected Delaunay triangles
and for each triangle Di do the following:
(a) Select the source soundings within Di.
(b) Compare the depth of each of the selected
source soundings to the least depth value
dmin of the three generators (i.e. the three
Delaunay vertices) of the Di. If the source
sounding si is deeper than dmin, discard;,
otherwise examine the bathymetric features of origin for the three Delaunay vertices forming the Di:
(i) If all three vertices are not from the
same linear feature (i.e. they do not
comprise part of the same curve), the
si is stored in a dataset containing the
conﬁrmed shoals (also: “ﬂags”) as it is
shoaler than what the mariner would
expect by mentally interpolating the
charted depth information in the area.
(ii) If all three vertices do have the same linear
feature of origin (i.e. they comprise part of
the same curve), the triangle Di is “ﬂat”
and si is stored as a candidate shoal (also:
“candidate ﬂag”) for further investigation.
It is noted that a triangle is “ﬂat” when all
three vertices forming the triangle have
the same depth value (thus, the triangle
has zero slope) but within the context of
this work the term is used speciﬁcally for
the triangles generated by vertices
extracted from the same curve. As
shown in Figure 4, ﬂat triangles can be
generated on both sides of a curve (e.g. the
20m curve in Figure 4). Soundings within
ﬂat triangles (shown in grey in Figure 4)

Figure 2. Ordinary Delaunay triangulation (left) and the conforming Delaunay triangulation for a set of points and a linear
feature (right).
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Figure 3. Flowcharts presenting the algorithms for the triangle (left) and edge (right) tests.

on the shallow-water side of the curve
(“SW” in Figure 3) are expected to be
shoaler than the curve, whereas soundings
on its deep-water side (“DW” in Figure 3)
must only be deeper.
(6) Once all triangles have been tested, the algorithm investigates the candidate ﬂags from step
5b(ii) for their position relative to the curves
that generated the ﬂat triangles:
(a) From the candidate ﬂags in the list, those
on the deep-waters side of the curve are
ﬂagged (based on those discussed in the
previous step).
(b) From the candidate ﬂags that lie on the
shallow-water side of the linear feature,
those shoaler than the depth value of the
next shoaler depth curve in the chart
(based on the succession of depth curves
determined in step 2) indicate a
discontinuity of the succession of depth
curves in the area and, as such, must be

brought to the attention of the cartographer for the digitization of the respective
depth curve (hereinafter: “warnings”).
The remaining soundings on the shallowwater side of the polyline, as previously
pointed out, are expected to be shoaler
than the curve’s assigned depth value and
are, therefore, discarded.
The exported results of the above iterative process
consist of the “conﬁrmed shoals” (i.e. the source
soundings that are shoaler than the least depth of
the three depth features forming the triangle) and
the “warnings” (i.e. source soundings that imply
a discontinuity of depth curves in the area).

3.2. Edge test
The proposed algorithm for the edge-test is as follows
(see the ﬂowchart in Figure 3):

6
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Figure 4. Source soundings within ﬂat triangles (shaded areas) on the shallow (SW) and deep-water (DW) side of the 20 m curve
require further investigation in terms of their location relatively to the curve before characterizing them as shoals.

(1) Import the selected point and linear features
for inclusion in chart and the source soundings
that will be used for the validation (see step
3.1.(1) above).
(2) Construct the conforming Delaunay triangulation for the above features.
(3) Remove the Delaunay edges that are part of ﬂat
triangles (for those edges the triangle and edge
tests would yield the same results and, since the
triangle test has already been performed, they
may be disregarded for the edge test).
(4) Create buﬀers around the remaining edges. The
size of the buﬀer (d) is analogous to the length
of the edges using a user-deﬁned value:
d ¼kL

(1)

where L the length of the edge, k a user-deﬁned
value in the range 0–1, and d the calculated buﬀer
size for the speciﬁc edge. The advantage of this
approach, instead of using a ﬁxed buﬀer size for
all edges, is that the size of the search area along
the edge is analogous to the length of the edge and
the density of the charted bathymetric information.

(5) Select the buﬀers (polygons) that contain
source soundings (the purpose of this step is
to reduce the number of spatial queries in the
following steps).
(6) Iterate through the subset of buﬀers and for
each buﬀer Bi of the Delaunay edge Ei, do the
following:
(a) Select the source soundings within the
selected buﬀer Bi.
(b) From the selection of source soundings
keep only those within the corresponding
triangles Di1 and Di2. The purpose of this
step is to avoid the evaluation of source
soundings outside the area of interest.

(c) Compare the depth of each of the selected
source soundings si to the least depth value
dmin of the two source soundings forming
the Delaunay edge Ei (i.e. the Delaunay
vertices). If the source sounding si is shoaler than dmin, it is ﬂagged.
(7) Export results, i.e. the source soundings that
are shoaler than the least depth of the two
depth features forming the edge (“shoals”).

4. Results
For the evaluation of the proposed algorithms and
the implementation of the two tests, a case study is
presented with data provided by NOAA/OCS covering an area of 58 km2. The dataset comprises 407
selected soundings for validation, 175 closed and
ﬂoating depth curves and coastlines, and 28,516
source soundings (it is noted that modiﬁcations
have been made to these so that various cases can
be examined). Once the data is loaded, the algorithm
constructs the conforming Delaunay triangulation for
the point and linear features, according to step 3 of
paragraph 3.1 (Figure 5).
For this speciﬁc dataset, the succession of curves,
following step 2 in paragraph 3.1, is 0 m, 5.4 m, 9.1 m,
18.2 m, 91.4 m, and 182.8 m, the metric equivalents
with decimeter precision of the charted curves in
U.S. standard units, i.e. 0, 18, 30, 60, 300, and 600 ft.
Subsequently, the algorithm performs the validation of the selected soundings following steps 3
through 6 as described in paragraph 3.1 for the
triangle test. Figure 6 presents an example of the
validation of soundings within a triangle following
the iterative process described in step 5 of the
same paragraph. Soundings 56.7 m and
61.8 m (shown in red in Figure 6) are ﬂagged as
they are shoaler than the least value of the three
selected soundings forming the triangle under
investigation (i.e. the soundings 66.3 m, 282.1 m,
and 295.2 m shown in blue in the same Figure).

GEO-SPATIAL INFORMATION SCIENCE
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Figure 5. The input point and linear features and the resulting conforming Delaunay triangulation.

Figure 6. Within each triangle, the triangle test identiﬁes the source soundings that are shoaler than the three vertices deﬁning
the triangle and ﬂags them.

Figure 7 presents an example of ﬂat triangles on
both sides of a depth curve (18.2 m) and that, following the procedure described in steps 5b(ii) and 6 of
paragraph 3.1, the algorithm identiﬁed sounding
17.5 m (shown in red in Figure 7) as a shoal and
sounding 8.6 m (shown in orange color in the same
Figure) as a warning sounding indicating the absence
of a 9.1 m depth curve surrounding it (that is, the
next shoaler depth curve).
Once the triangle test is complete, the edge test
is performed utilizing the conforming Delaunay
triangles constructed for the triangle test following
the procedure described in paragraph 3.2. For the

buﬀer, a value of k = 0.1 was used in equation (1).
Figure 8 presents a speciﬁc example of a Delaunay
edge formed by two selected soundings with depth
values 56.1 m and 75.2 m. The algorithm identiﬁed
and ﬂagged two source soundings within the buﬀer
(42.6 m and 52.5 m in purple in Figure 8) that
violate the mandates of IHO publications for the
edge test.
Figure 9 illustrates the exported results of the
automated algorithms for the triangle and edge tests
for the speciﬁc case study. The triangle test identiﬁed
128 shoals and 28 warnings, whereas the edge test
identiﬁed 707 shoals.
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Figure 7. A conﬁrmed shoal (17.5 m) on the deep-water side of a curve and a “warning” (8.6 m) on the shallow-water side of the
depth curve that indicates the absence of a curve with VALDCO 9.1 m surrounding it.

Figure 8. The edge test identiﬁes the two soundings 42.6 m and 52.5 m that are shoaler than the selected soundings 56.1 m,
75.2 m forming an edge and ﬂags them.

The advantage of incorporating the entirety of the
bathymetric information is the improved performance of the tests near and within linear features.
Figure 10 provides an illustration of the results of the
proposed algorithm for the triangle test (hereinafter:
“proposed implementation”), to an implementation
that constructed the TIN using only the selected
soundings and without taking into account the linear
features in the area (following a verbatim interpretation as written in S-4 that “no actual sounding exists
within a triangle of selected soundings”) (hereinafter:
“other implementation”). It is obvious that in open
areas and away from linear features both implementations perform satisfactorily as they successfully
identify the shoal soundings (e.g. the two ﬂags

marked with “A” in the south-western side of
Figure 10). However, near linear features the other
implementation (Figure 10(a)) performs poorly as it
returns an enormous number of false positives (e.g.
area “B” in Figure 10(a)), contrary to the proposed
implementation (Figure 10b) which ﬂagged only the
actual shoals in these areas (“C” in Figure 10(b)).
Figure 10 illustrates the improved performance of
the proposed implementation over the other implementation for a speciﬁc region of the study area near
and within linear features. The following comparison
of the exported results for the entire area emphasizes
the superiority of the proposed methodology and
implementation. The proposed implementation
ﬂagged 128 source soundings and returned an

GEO-SPATIAL INFORMATION SCIENCE
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Figure 9. The ﬂags and warnings resulted from the triangle test (left) and the ﬂags from the edge test (right) for a factor k = 0.1.

Figure 10. (a) The triangle test using only the selected soundings for the construction of the TIN, and (b) the proposed
implementation which incorporates all the available bathymetric information from the selected soundings, depth curves, and
coastlines.

additional 28 as warnings. The other implementation
ﬂagged 1285 source soundings with only 46 being
actual shoals and the remaining 96.4% of the ﬂagged
soundings being false positives. A fully quantitative
comparison is diﬃcult due to the enormous number
of false positives from the other implementation that
undermines its reliability, especially near linear features. In addition, the warnings found with the proposed implementation are new to this work and, thus,
not available with the other implementation.
Figure 11 illustrates the importance of the edge test
in the validation process showing two geographic areas
with three shoals that the triangle test failed to identify.

More precisely, in Figure 11(a) the soundings
42.6 m and 52.5 m were ﬂagged with the edge test as
they are shoaler than the two selected soundings forming the edge (i.e. soundings 56.1 m and 75.2 m). In
terms of the triangle test, the soundings in question
are deeper than the adjacent 18.2 m depth curve,
a vertex of which forms the local triangle, and, as
such, are not shoals. Likewise, in Figure 11(b) the edge
test ﬂagged the sounding 79.1 m which deviates signiﬁcantly from the expected depth in the area but was not
detected by the triangle test due to the third selected
sounding (60.1 m) forming the local triangle which is
shoaler than the ﬂagged sounding. The presented
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Figure 11. The signiﬁcance of the edge test in identifying shoals that the triangle test, by deﬁnition, may not detect.

shoals, identiﬁed by the edge test, violate the safety
constraint and, therefore, the trio of soundings in
these areas must be properly amended.

5. Limitations of the two tests
This Section presents the limitations of the triangle
and edge tests as part of a fully automated solution
for the validation of selected soundings. Figure 11,
highlighted the signiﬁcance of the edge test in the
validation process as it may identify shoals that the
triangle test fails to identify. Relying solely on the
triangle test is therefore inadvisable.
The performance of the edge test depends on the
selected buﬀer size. With a small buﬀer size, the test
fails to identify shoals that lie further from the edge
but which are still shoaler than the expected depth,
whereas a big buﬀer size results in examining and,
most likely, ﬂagging soundings distant from the edge
that are expected to be shoaler than the two soundings forming the edge under investigation. Based on
tests performed in the context of this work, a buﬀer
size of about 10% the edge’s length [i.e. k = 0.1 in
equation (1)] generally works well but the optimal
value remains an open research topic.
A common limitation shared by the two tests concerns the boundaries of the areas under investigation.
Due to the absence of the bathymetric information from
the adjoining charts, the distribution of charted soundings is violated and, as a consequence, elongated edges
are generated (see Figure 5) which prevent the proper
evaluation of the corresponding charted soundings.
That speciﬁc limitation is an implementation deﬁciency
which is expected to be resolved by incorporating the
charted soundings from the adjoining charts of the
same compilation scale.

Figure 12. Source sounding (14 m) that deviates signiﬁcantly
from the expected depth but both tests, by deﬁnition, may
not identify.

Figures 12–14 demonstrate the fundamental limitation of the two tests as components of a fully
automated validation solution. Figure 12 illustrates
two depth curves (10 m and 20 m) and the source
soundings between the two. On the left side of the
dividing line (Figure 12(a)), the values of the three
source soundings follow the distribution that one
would expect between the portrayed depth curves.
On the other side of the dividing line (Figure 12
(b)), however, the 14 m sounding near the
20 m depth curve is signiﬁcantly shoaler than what
we would expect at this location, and, as such, must
be brought to the cartographer’s attention for further
evaluation. However, the speciﬁc shoal may not be
found with the two tests as it is deeper than the
shoalest depth value of the vertices forming the triangles and edges surrounding it (i.e. the comparison
depth is 10 m for all vertices from depth curves
10 m and 20 m). Clearly, the described limitation is
independent of any algorithmic implementation and
can be considered as “intrinsic” to the two tests.
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In practice, the two tests generate a rough approximation of the surface represented by the charted bathymetric
information using a gridding approach with an enormously big element, either hexagonal (when the edge
test is performed) or triangular (when the triangle test is
performed) in shape. Each element is assigned the depth
value of the shoalest of the two or three vertices forming
the edge or triangle, respectively, and is compared to all
source soundings within the speciﬁc element for the
validation process. The deﬁciency of this approach is
that it fails to reconstruct the interpolated surface at the
appropriate resolution for the validation tests and to
identify local, small-scale variations of the seabed and,
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thus, discrepancies. To illustrate this, Figure 13 presents
a proﬁle view of the seabed based on the available source
information (brown-dotted line in Figure 13) and the
Delaunay faces (red lines in Figure 13) generated from
the selected soundings (blue points in Figure 13). The
horizontal-dashed lines represent the vertical section of
the elements which are used for identifying areas where
the safety constraint is violated. As shown, with this
approach only the eminences crossing the horizontaldashed lines are ﬂagged (e.g. shoal “B” in Figure 13),
whereas anything below the validation depth are not
(“A” and “C” in Figure 13), even if they deviate signiﬁcantly from what would be expected by interpolating the

Figure 13. A proﬁle view of the seabed, the selected soundings, and the Delaunay faces showing why the two tests fail to
identify eminences that deviate signiﬁcantly from the expected depth on chart.

Figure 14. Area where the source soundings satisfy both tests but the interpolated surface appears twice deep as the actual
source surface, a clear violation of the safety constraint.
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charted bathymetric information in the area (shoal “A” in
Figure 12) (it is noted that the speciﬁc case of eminence
“A” simulates the vertical proﬁle of the case described
with the support of Figure 12).
Figure 14 presents a real-world example of the fundamental “intrinsic” limitation of the two tests. For the
presented area, which is located on the western part of
the dataset used in the Results section (see inset in
Figure 14), the source soundings satisfy both the triangle and edge tests, albeit the charted information fails to
maintain and emphasize the morphological details and
characteristic features of the seaﬂoor and, thus, it violates the safety constraint. The underlying raster represents the diﬀerence between the actual source surface
and the surface derived from the charted information.
Characteristically, at the location of the 53.5 m source
sounding (see arrow in Figure 14), the expected depth
based on the charted bathymetric information is
109 m (using linear interpolation), thus it appears
more than 100% deeper (legend value −1.0) than the
actual depth.

6. Discussion and future work
●

Normally, at the stage of the validation of selected
soundings the depth areas have already been
encoded. Thus, the procedure described in paragraph 3.1 for the investigation of whether
a candidate ﬂag lies within the shallow or deepwater side of the curve is solved with spatial pointin-polygon queries between the candidate ﬂags
and the two depth areas associated with the
depth curve. However, if the depth areas do not
exist (e.g. depth areas do not comprise part of the
deliverables of the Oﬃce of Coast Survey HCell
[NOAA 2016]) Voronoi tessellation may be used
(Kastrisios and Calder 2018).
● Notwithstanding that the Voronoi and pointin-polygon approaches tackle the problem of
soundings’ validation within ﬂat triangles,
future work will consider the potential computational gain with the skeleton-crust
approach (Thibault and Gold 2000) for the
elimination of ﬂat triangles and the surface
reconstruction from the charted bathymetric
information.
● In the Limitations section, we presented the limitations of the triangle and edge tests in a fully
automated solution. For one of them (associated
with the third shoalest vertex of the triangle test)
the issue is solved by applying the edge test. For
buﬀer size and elongated edges, it constitutes part
of our future work to determine the best buﬀer size
and shape and to incorporate the charted bathymetric information from the adjoining charts
using a buﬀer around the study area. It is expected

that these will improve the performance of the
automated implementations of the two tests.
● However, the intrinsic limitation of the two tests
presented with the support of Figures 12–14 show
that a fully automated validation process based
solely on the two tests in their current form does
not seem feasible. Discrepancies that the experienced eye of the cartographer may ﬁnd, cannot be
found with utilizing the two tests. A new test that
will complement or supersede the two tests for the
automated validation of charted soundings is
therefore required. It seems logical that the new
test will be a surface based test, which will calculate
the diﬀerence between the source surface and the
surface interpolated from the charted information
and will identify discrepancies between the two at
the appropriate scale. The model that will be used
for the surface reconstruction from the charted
information is an open question, but by way of
example, in (Masetti, Faulkes, and Kastrisios
2018), the simplest extension model (of comparison to 2.5D triangles rather than the shoalest
vertex on the 2D triangles as here) is demonstrated
in the related ﬁeld of detecting discrepancies
between new survey data and existing charts. In
practice, this helps to minimize discrepancies,
reducing the number of false positives declared,
but at the scale of the chart is still a signiﬁcant
approximation. More nuanced, human-centric,
reconstruction methods are probably indicated
for the general solution.
● Lastly, the tolerance between the expected and
the source depth that should be reported as
shoal is not clear (e.g. for a source sounding of
200 m, should or should not an expected depth
of, e.g. 199 m be ﬂagged?). It seems logical that
tolerance values will vary for the diﬀerent depth
areas (i.e. smaller tolerance for shallow water,
larger tolerance for deeper water) and that
there must be a link to the Category Zone of
Conﬁdence (CATZOC) (IHO 2002) (in its current or a future form) that are used to highlight
the accuracy of data presented on charts.

7. Conclusion
This paper presented an algorithmic implementation of
the triangle and edge tests for the validation of charted
soundings. For the triangulation, we utilized the conforming Delaunay triangulation for the point and linear
features carrying bathymetric information on charts. In
a case study with data from NOAA/OCS, this paper
presented the improved performance of the triangle
test near depth curves and coastlines, as well as the
importance of the edge test proving that it should not
be disregarded by cartographers in the validation
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process. It also presented limitations associated with the
current implementations, which we believe may be
solved in the context of future work, and the intrinsic
limitation of the triangle and edge tests that prevent the
development of a fully automated solution solely relying
on them. Lastly, it discussed the need for a new, most
likely surface based, test that will complement or supersede the existing two tests and which will comprise part
of the future work towards full automation in nautical
cartography.
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